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WALKING: AN ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
The first two sections sussest that both sports and cultural activities have both 
cosnitive and eaotional dimensions. Our societ� has developed a certain Perceptual base that 
has tended to characterize these activities and has not recoSnized the multi-faceted aspect 
of each of the activit� t�Pes. The following is a Pictorial diagram of the nature of the 
experience as conceived b� the U.S. culture. 
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Now that the nature of these assumptions is understood, the key auestion is how to 
chanse these Perceptions, because they are limitins factors to the fuller enJoyment and 
participation by the Public. Anyone who ParticiPates in a sport, in terms of a hiSh level 
involve•ent realizes the cosnitive and emotional dimension of this activit�. In this 
section, walkinS as an activit� is examined, especially in terms of its cosnitive and 
affective dimensions. 
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